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I. INTRODUCTION 
1. A simple traditional picture of nervous activity is the following: 
events take place in the environment, he corresponding disturbances 
reach the sense organ, there the information is coded into patterns of 
sensory nerve fiber activity (in each nerve fiber this activity, as is well 
known, consists of trains of discrete, uniform impulses), these are con- 
ducted to the higher brain centers where the information is elaborated 
and correlated with past experience, and eventually messages are sent 
to effector organs. From this point of view, the role of the sense organs 
and the corresponding sensory nerves is to dump the message into the 
right slot in the brain where it will be received, read, and acted upon. 
The anatomical image which this picture evokes is that of a receptor 
mosaic, each element of which has its separate fiber, and these fibers 
run close together, but are not interconnected, to form the sensory 
nerve or a branch of it. 
In the ease of vision this picture is incorrect in at least two important, 
and related, respects: (1) the nerve fibers from the receptors are in 
fact interconnected by a lateral plexus which is a part of the retina; 
(2) the processing of visual information begins in the eye itself. 
The apparatus of the receptors transforms the varying light inten- 
sities incident upon different visual elements in the eye into varying 
firing frequencies: if two receptors receive different illuminations their 
fibers will fire off at different frequencies. Detailed researches on this 
process in the horse-shoe crab Limulus have beell carried out by Hart- 
line, Ratliff, and their collaborators (1959, 1961). In this animal each 
eye consists of about 1000 separate visual elements called the ommatidia. 
When the ith ommatidium alone is illuminated with the light of in- 
tensity I~, its output fiber fires off at some frequency e~. When several 
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different ommatidia are illuminated and the intensity of illumination 
on the ith one is I~, it is found that the ith:0utput fiber fires off at some 
frequency x, ,  lower than e;. That is, each ommatidium inhibits its 
neighbors by lowering their firing frequencies (when it is firing itself). 
This effect is called the lateral inhibition, it is linear and additive over 
different inhibitors, but it does not set in below a certain threshold. 
All this is summed up in the following system of equations: 
xi=e~--~k~max(O, i--tij), i=  1 , . . . ,n ,  (1) 
3=1 
where k~. i > 0 is the coefficient of inhibition of the j th  element on the 
ith one, t~i is the corresponding inhibition threshold, and n is the total 
number of elements (ommatidia). It is not always true that k~i = kj~ 
or that t,j = ti~ • As a rule, the further the ith element is from the j th  
one, the smaller is ]c~.. 
2. The process of lateral inhibition has also been observed in the 
auditory and tactile senses (Hartline, 1959), and it, or something like 
it, appears to be involved in certain types of muscular egulation. In 
the visual domain alone the lateral inhibition may be used to explain 
contour detection, sharpening of contrasts, the Mach bands, etc. Pos- 
sibly, it might also serve as a means of curvature detection enabling the 
animal to distinguish very early after the onset of the visual process 
between sharply curved small objects (potential food) and slowly 
curving large ones (potential enemy), especially if superimposed on 
some motion-detection apparatus. 
To make a somewhat specious generalization, one might say that the 
simplest way of sending information is to provide a sample, and so in a 
feedback process a sample of the "after" is sent to the "before," while 
in a lateral inhibition process a sample of "there" is sent to "here." 
At any rate, quite aside from any intrinsic interest, there is sufficient 
reason for a mathematical study of the system (1). In the present 
paper we shall be mainly concerned with the question of the unique- 
ness of its solutions. This is to guarantee that, to put it roughly, the 
animal will not look at one thing and see one or another of several 
different alternatives, depending on irrelevant circumstances. 
Consider the special case n = 2 of (1) : 
Xl = el - k12 max (0, x2 -- t12) 
(2) 
x~ = e2 - k21 max (0, xl - t21). 
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Taking the xlx2-plane and considering the graph of xl = f(x2) and that 
of x~ = g(xl), we see that  there are three alternatives: (i) if k~2k21 < 1 
then no matter  what  e~, e2, h2, t2t are, there is only one solution of (2), 
(ii) if/c~2/~2~ --- 1 there is either one solution or infinitely many  (a com- 
mon segment of the graphs of f and g), (iii) if k~2/c2~ > 1 there is either 
one or there are three solutions. In  cases (ii) and (iii) the various 
possibilities depend on the values of the e's and the t's. 
The parameters e; depend on the il lumination and it is reasonable to 
assume that  each one of them may vary  over some considerable range. 
I t  is assumed that  the same is true of the t~-/s. Hence we are led to formu- 
late the following problem: for what  values of the/c~j's is there a unique 
solution of (1), no matter  what the e~'s and the t~'s may be? The answer 
is giYen in 
THEOREM 1. The syslem (1) possesses a unique solution for an arbi- 
trary sel of e~'s and t~j's if and only if  
~k~jk j~ < 1, i = 1 , . . . ,n .  (3) 
y~l 
The assumption of the variabil ity of the t,-/s is somewhat artificial 
since probably they depend on i and j only. A different problem, which 
we do not consider, would be: for a given set of t.:/s what is the con- 
dition on the k~j's that  will guarantee that  the system (1) has a unique 
solution for any set of e~'s? 
Theorem 1 will be proved in Section IH  and some consequences of
it will be considered. In  Section I I  we take up a generalization of our 
problem which might be of some independent mathematical  interest. 
Our methods are mainly geometrical and in particular, considerable 
use is made of the geometry of convex n-dimensional sets. 
SECT ION I I  
3. We consider the following mathematical  situation: let f~(xl ,  . . .  , 
:c,), i = 1, • • • , n, be n real-valued functions of n real variables xl , - • - 
x~ ; suppose that  in the n-dimensional Eucl idean space E~ the locus 
S~ of the equation .f, = 0 is, for every i, a convex hypersurfaee ho- 
meomorphic to E~-I but  distinct from it; under what  conditions on 
$1, • • - , S~ will the system of simultaneous equations 
.f~(xi ~- a~l, " "  ,x~ + a~3, " "  ,x~ + a.,) = 0, i=  l, . . .  ,n, (4) 
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have no more than one solution xl ,  • - • , x~ for an arbitrary real n X n 
matrix (a~i) ? 
In En choose a fixed Cartesian coordinate system with the origin 
o. Bold face, lower case Latin letters x will denote both points in E~ 
and the corresponding vectors ox. In what follows we drop the prefix 
"hyper"  in such words as "hyperplane," hypersurface," etc. Let 
p e St and let H be a supporting plane to S~ at p. Consider the outward 
bound unit normal to H at p, and translate all such normals for the 
whole of S, to o. Their endpoints form then a subset of the unit sphere 
K about o, this subset will be denoted by N, and will be called the 
normal representation of S~. 
We introduce next the dual tangential representation of S~. Con- 
sider the set of all vectors pq such that p, q E St and p ~ q, normalize 
each such vector to be of unit length and translate it to o. The end- 
points of the translated vectors are again a subset T~ of K;  we call it 
the tangential representation of S i ,  We have now 
LEMMA 1. The system (4) has an at most unique solution for every 
real matrix (ais) if and only if 
n T~ = ¢. (5) 
Suppose first that the system (4) has two or more solutions for some 
matrix (a,j). In geometrical terms this means that for some n vectors 
dl ,  . . .  , d~ the n translates S~ + d~ intersect in two or more points: 
n 
lP, q/ ~0 (S , - t -d , ) ,  p~q.  (6) 
i~ l  
Let x be one of the two points in K, such that ox is parallel to pq. Then 
(6) and the definition of T~ imply that x c FI ~=~ T~ which contradicts (5). 
Assume next that (5) does not hold and let y s {'l ,"=~ T i .  This means 
that there are n parallel vectors poq~, i - 1, . - .  , n, pointing in the 
same sense and with p~, q~ ~" S~. A simple continuity argument shows 
that there ~lso exist n parallel vectors r~s~, i ~ 1, - . -  , n, pointing in 
the same sense, of the s~me length, and with re, s~ e S~. This in turn 
implies that the n translates S, -]- r~o intersect in at least two points: 
o and a = r~ - s~. Hence there exists a matrix (alj) for which the 
system (4) has two or more solutions. This concludes the proof. 
A plane through o will be denoted by P0 • We have 
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LEMMA 2. The condition (5) of Lemma 1 is satisfied if and only if no 
plane Po cuts every N~ . 
We show first that  if x c T~ then P0 (x) n N, ~ q~, where for x c K P0 (x) 
denotes the plane through o orthogonal to ox. I f  x e Ti then there are 
points p, q c S~ such that  p ~ q and the vectors pq and ox are parallel. 
Since S~ is convex it follows tha~ there exists a supporting plane H to 
S~, parallel to pq and to ox. Therefore the outward bound unit normal 
to H lies in the plane complementary to the line through o and x, which 
implies that  P0(x) n N~ ~ ¢. I t  follows that  if x cA ~1 T~ then P0(x) n 
N~ ¢ ¢ for i = 1, . - .  , n. This proves that  (5) is implied by the con- 
dition of Lemma 2. 
We show next that  
i fu~Ni  then KnP0(u)  c T~. (7) 
I f  u c N~ then there are supporting planes to S~, orthogonal to ou; 
let H be one. There are now two possibilities: either the set S, n H is 
bounded or it is not. I f  it is, then the same is true for any set S~ a H1 
where H1 is a plane parallel to H. We choose such a plane H1 which 
intersects S~ and we put I = S~ n H~. H~ can be chosen so that  I is an 
(n - 1)-dimensional set with nonempty  interior; consequently any 
direction in H~ is also the direction of some vector pq with p ¢ q and 
p, q e I. By  the definition of T~ it follows that  K n P0(u) c T , .  
Suppose next that  I = S~ n H is unbounded and let H~ be the plane 
parallel to H, intersecting S~, and whose distance from H is a. Put  
L~ = S, n H~ so that  I = L0 • Now, for any direction v in H there is 
some a, such that  v is the direction of some vector pq with p ~ q and 
p, q v L , .  The conclusion K n P0(u) c T~ follows as before. Assume 
now that  there is a plane P0 intersecting every Ni  • Let x be one of the 
two points in K, such that  ox is orthogonal to P0 • By  (7) x e T~ for 
i = 1, • • • , n so that  the condition (5) is violated. This proves that  (5) 
implies the condition of Lemma 2, and the proof is complete. 
4. We shall define in this section a class of convex surfaces which 
will be needed later on. Let x~ = ox, ,  i = 1 , - - .  , k, be k nonzero 
vectors in E,~,/c _-> n, all lying on one side of some plane P0 (the points 
x, are supposed to be strictly on one side of P0). Suppose that  no vector 
is in the positive span of the/c -- 1 remaining ones. That  is, if 
k 
~-~ a~x~ = 0, ~>-0 ,  i = 1 , " '  ,k ,  
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then al . . . . .  ~k = 0. A solid convex polyhedral cone C is defined 
then to be the set 
k 
0={x:x= i=l , . . . ,k} .  
i~ l  
I ts  boundary C will be called a convex polyhedral cone or, briefly, a 
cone. The vectors x l ,  . . -  , xk will be called the generators of C. Let 
C be a cone, let H be a supporting plane to C and let x = ox be the 
vector normal to H and on the side of H opposite to that of C; it is 
easily verified that the set of all such points x is a solid convex poly- 
hedrM cone. I ts  boundary will be called the duaI of C and denoted by 
C'. I f  C is a cone and N is its normal representation then N = C' n K. 
This relation will be important in the sequel. By an octant in E~ we 
mean as usual one of the 2 ~ solid cones generated by some orthogonal 
n-tuple of vectors along the coordinate axes. The following lemma will 
be needed later on: 
LEMM& 3. Let S be a surface passing through o, such that for each 
or.tant 0 we have 0 n S = 0 n Po for some plane Po (which depends on 
the octant). Suppose further that S lies on one side of one of the n coordinate 
planes. Then S is a cone. 
The proof is easy and will be omitted. We remark for future reference 
that a supporting plane to a cone always contains a generator. 
SECTION I I I  
5. We prove now the Theorem 1. The proof will make use of the 
lemmas of Section I I ,  and it begins with the observation that the system 
(1) is of the form (4) with 
fl = x~ + ~]c~.max (0, xj), a~i = --e~, a~3 = - - t i j ,  i # j .  
j= l  
From the assumption that every k ,  is positive and from Lemma 3 it 
follows easily that the locus S~ of the equation 
x~ + ~ k~i max (0, xj) = 0 (8) 
i=1 
5#i  
is a cone. An examination of (8) shows that S~ consists of 2 ~-~ planar 
parts. These N = 2 ~-~ parts, each of which is a solid (n -- ])-dimen- 
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sional cone, correspond to the N possibilities 
x~ >= 0 or xj = 0, j = 1 , - . .  , i - -  1, i+  1 , . .• ,n .  
The N vectors starting at the origin and forming a set of outward bound 
normals to these N parts of Si are 
v~ = (e,lk~l, " "  , eli-lk,i-~, 1, e~+~k,~+~, •.. , e~,~k~), (9) 
where s = 1, . - .  , N and the e's vary independently over the set 0, 1. 
I t  is easily verified that no vector of (9) lies in the positive span of the 
remaining ones• Hence, by subsection 4, the normal representation Ni
of S~ is the set K n S~' where S~' the cone dual to S , ,  so that the gen- 
erators of S:' are given by (9). I t  may be observed that each Ni lies 
in the positive octant of E~. 
We now have 
LEMMA 4. Let G, be lhe plane with the equation F~(x) = 0 where 
1 kl~ 
1 k~i 
1 k,-1 i 
F , (x )  = F~(z~, . . . , z ,0  = x~ z~ - . -  z i _~ x~ z ,+~ . . .  z~ 
k,+l i 1 
: 
and the elements not shown in the determinant or not indicated by the dots 
are O. Then G~ passes through o and 
(a) it supports every S /  along a nonzero dimensional variety, and hence 
also every Nj , j # i, 
(b) it separates N1 , • " " , N~- i  , Ni+i  , " " " , N~ from a generator of S (  , 
and 
(c) it separates the set N~ from the remaining n -- 1 sets N~ if and only if 
~k~jk~ < 1. (10) 
3=1 
3"#¢ 
I t  is clear that G~ passes through o. Consider the generator of S~.' 
given byb~ = (0 , . - . ,0 ,  1 ,0 , . . - ,0 ) ,w i th  l in the ith place. We 
have then F;(b,) = 1. Hence, to prove (a) and (b) it will suffice to 
show that for every j, j ~ i, and for every generator vj~ of S /we have 
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F~(v~.~) < 0, and also that for every j, j ~ i, there is a generator uj 
of S / ,  such that F~(uj) = 0. 
By (9) every generator w~- of S J  is of the form 
w~- = (e1£31, " "  , e3-1k~' j - l ,  1, ej+lki ~+1, " '"  , e,k~), (11) 
where each e is 0 or 1. Forming the determinant F~(wj), multiplying 
in it the ruth column by km~ and subtracting from the ith column, for 
m = 1 , . . . , i - -  1, iq -  1 , . - .  ,n ,  weobta in  
Fi(wi) -- (e , -  1)k~.~-- k e~k~'mk~. (12) 
m~l  
m~i , J  
I t  follows that for every w 3 we have F~-(w3) -<_ 0. Moreover, if in (11) 
we have all the e's equal to zero except for the ith one: ei -- 1, then 
Fi(w~) = 0. This proves parts (a) and (b). To prove (c) we observe 
that every generator of S~-' is of the form 
u~ = (W/c~ , • - - , n i -~/~ ~-~ , 1 ,  ~ i+1/~ ~+~,  • " " , ~ /~ i~) ,  
where again each v may be 0 or 1. Repeating the operation described 
between (11) and (12) on the determinant F~(u~), we get 
n 
j= l  
from which (c) follows easily. 
We prove now Theorem 1. By Lemma 2 it is sufficient o show that 
the condition that no plane P0 intersects every N~ is equivalent o the 
condition (3). I f  (3) does not hold for some i, then it follows from Lemma 
4 that there exists a plane P0 intersecting every Na. Conversely, sup- 
pose that such a plane P0 exists. Then there also exists a plane P0' 
which supports some n -- 1 sets N~, intersects the remaining set N~, 
and separates a generator of N, from the n - 1 other sets N j .  Hence 
by Lemma 4 the condition (3) cannot hold for all i. 
I t  remains to show the existence of P0'.  Let the vectors b~ be as 
before and put 
L~ = {x = (x l , " "  ,x~) :x ,  => 0, j = 1, ' - - ,  n, xeK ,  x.b~ = 0}, 
i=  1 , . . . ,n .  
Then P0 is disjoint from a certain L i ,  and P0' is obtained by "tilting" 
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P0 as close as possible toward b,-, while still having it intersect he sets 
N~, • • - , N~_] , N~41, - • - , N~ . That  is, P0' is that (necessarily unique) 
plane in the set 
{U0 : UonNj  # ~, j  = 1, . . .  , i  - 1, i + 1, . . .  ,n} 
which is closest o the point b , .  This P0' has all the required properties, 
and the proof is complete. 
Strictly speaking, we have proved only that the system (1) has, at 
most, a unique solution for every set of eJs and t~/s if and only if (3) 
holds, but it is easy to show that (1) must always have a solution. 
In the next subsection, 6, we make some concluding remarks. 
6. Suppose that the following assumptions are made: 
(A) The inhibition coefficients k,. are of the form 
k~, = g(i, j )  d~-j ~ (13) 
where the function g(i, j)  is bounded: 
0 < c] <= g( i , j )  =< c2 < ~, (14) 
d ,  is the distance between the ith element and the j th one, and a > 0. 
(B) The number n of elements is infinite. 
(C) The elements are distributed in the plane with some regularity: 
no two are too close and there are no big gaps. More precisely, we as- 
sume that for someaandb,  0 < a < b < oo no circle of radius -< a 
contains two or more elements, and every circle of radius >= b contains 
at least one element. We are interested under these conditions in having 
the criterion (3) satisfied. I t  is easy to show now that 
TrlEOREM 2. Under the assumptions (A) ,  (B) ,  (C) the criterion (3) 
may be satisfied i f  and only if  a > 1. 
The proof is elementary and will be omitted; it may be remarked 
that the interest of this theorem is that it has some bearing on the 
important question of the dependence of the inhibition coefficients k,j 
on the distance from the ith to the j th  element. 
An examination of the genesis of (1) shows that this system ought 
really to have been replaced by 
n 
x~ = max [0, e~ -- ~k~max (0, x~ -- t~)], i = 1, . . .  ,n .  (15) 
The distinction between (1) and (15) is that the unknown output 
frequencies x~, - - • , x. from (15) cannot have the physically impossible 
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negative values. And if the system (1) has a nonnegative solution then 
the system (15) clearly has it as solution too. We may ask now under 
what conditions is it true that the system (1), or equivalently the 
system (15), has positive solutions? In physiological terms this is: 
under what conditions i  it true that no element has its output frequency 
repressed own to 0 ( = total inaction) by the action of other elements? 
Let Pi be the locus corresponding to the ith equation in (1). P~ is 
then congruent under a translation to the surface S~. I t  is found that 
the intercepts of P~ on the coordinate axes are 
k~--11'"" ' t~ i - l+  k i i _ l 'e i ' t~'+l -~-F  - '  "'" ,t~,-[- el . 
i i+1 
The equation of the plane Hi with the same intercepts i
x~ _[_ ~ /c,j x~. 
e~ j'~l (el ~- tlj/ci~) = 1, i ---- 1, . . .  , n. (16) 
Now it is not hard to prove 
THEOREM 3. I f  the criterion (3) is satisfied then the system (1) has a 
positive solution if and only if the linear system (16) has a positive solution. 
I t  is assumed here, of course, that all the elements have light incident 
upon them or, in mathematical terms, that a]l the ei's are positive. 
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